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12 new rules of drinking (and buying) wine

12 new rules of drinking (and buying) wine : Thanks to a generation of adventurous lushes, the wine world right now
is younger and funner and delicious-er than ever. Here's all you need to know to navigate that world, find the best
bottles, drink above your pay grade and say ‘screw you' to the old rules 
1. Sparkling wine is exploding (and it's for all seasons) 

Drinkers of the world, we are living in a full-blown bubbles bubble, with unprecedented quality, variety and
accessibility fizzing in our coupes. Skip the champagne and prosecco for tinglier varieties of cap classique (South
Africa), cava (Spain), franciacorta (Italy) or sparkling wine (Nashik). 

It used to be that in India, sparkling wine was the tipple of choice for balmy summer nights. Not anymore. Now, no
matter what the season, coupes are in. Nothing says party like those sweet pearls rising to meet your lips. 
2. There's a simple way to get a killer bottle in a restaurant 

A lot of people find talking about money uncomfortable, but there's no way around it. So just come in and say how
much you feel comfortable spending. Never, ever, ever have any of us scoffed at a number. It actually makes the
situation way less intimidating, because knowing your number means we're not up-selling you. When I hear a
number, I'm like: Awesome. I'm gonna find you the best bang for the buck and you're gonna freak out and want this
wine all the time." —MarieLouise Friedland 
3. The best wine class we've been to is on Netflix 

If you need a 94-minute crash course on how to taste and appreciate wine, queue up Somm, the surprisingly
intense 2013 documentary about a group of wine obsessives cramming for their Master Sommelier exam. You'll
cringe at their fails along the way, but you'll also learn as they learn. From then on, you're no longer a heavy drinker
– you're a ‘serious taster'. Then, pick up the quirky Drops Of God, a manga series about a young Japanese man
who must correctly identify the ‘12 Apostles' in his estranged father's famous wine collection – before his adopted
step-brother, a famous wine critic, does. 
4. You'll be seeing a lot more natural wine in the future 
For a while, natural wine was what we heard every hipster in France was into. Now it's thoroughly integrated into the
drinking culture of places like Brooklyn, where LCD Soundsystem frontman James Murphy has opened a natural
wine bar (The Four Horsemen), and Portland, Maine, where Here We Go Magic drummer Peter Hale now runs a
natural wine shop (Maine & Loire). Though the term ‘natural' means different things to different people, in general
it's made without all the junk – industrial fertilisers, pesticides, herbicides, enzymes, sugar and the dreaded additive
known as Mega Purple – that turns wine into a homogenised product. "You can expect a whole lot more from a wine
that's made naturally," Hale says, "because there's more potential for idiosyncratic flavours or textures – a greater
sense of wine being unique." Enjoying it means understanding that a given wine's quirks aren't imperfections.
They're conscious aesthetic choices. (ALSO READ How to buy the right rosé ) 
5. Expect original art work on wine labels  

More and more producers will commission original artwork or even put their own eighth-grade yearbook photo on
the label. Anything to wipe away the pretension and predictability of yet another vineyard sketch. One of our
favourites is the Mario Miranda label on GroverZampa's Santé collection. 
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6. This is the winemaker you need to know 

Buy anything this man makes. He's vine whisperer Hardy Wallace, one half of irreverent California winemaking duo
Dirty and Rowdy, which embodies all the intense flavours and cheeky attitude of the new wine movement. (ALSO
READ The only wine terms you need to know ) 
7. Indian wine stores are coming of age 

La Cave (Delhi), Juben Wines (Mumbai) and Tonique (Hyderabad) are part of a new breed of wine shops that offer
a wide range of wines by country and style. The bottles are clearly displayed and there's always someone trusty on
hand if you feel overwhelmed. 
8. It's not cool to diss Indian wines 
There was a time when you couldn't say the words ‘Indian wine' without cringing. Thankfully that's no longer the
case. Our local terroir is producing quality juice, and even raking in some big international awards (Decanter,
International Wine Challenge for instance). Consider wines from some of the newer houses: we swear by most
wines from Krsma (Hampi), Charosa (Nashik), York (Nashik) and Vallonne (Nashik). 
9. If this is all too confusing, learn to shop by colour  
Whether you're too tired to think or strapped for time and can't be too picky, try this: Buy Italian for red, Australian
for white and French for rosé. It's a gross generalisation, but will hold you in good stead for the most part. The
Italian will likely be a Sangiovese, their most widely planted grape by far. Australian whites will probably be a
refreshing, crisp Sauvignon Blanc or a slightly toasty Chardonnay. Most French rosé wines are from Provence and
are light, fresh and dry, often with a lovely salmon hue. Their crisp Sauvignon Blanc goes excellent with most types
of food. 
10. The best way to get into wine: Invest in a glass 
It wasn't wine that got me into wine. It was a wine glass. At a café I was served a red in a glass so thin, so delicate,
so lightweight that it seemed like the stem would snap as I swirled it. (For the record, I had no idea why I was swirling
it.) With a really thin glass, you can sense the weight of the wine because the glass weighs so little. The wine also
tastes more intense because there's less of a barrier between you and the liquid. Most important: It feels good in
your hands, like a brass pen or a wad of money. I started buying wine just to have something to put in the glass. Of
course, nice glasses are pricey. The Zwiesel Handmade series starts at about Rs 1,800 a pop. A Zalto–Bordeaux
wine glass will set you back Rs 3,000. But they're totally worth it. Especially if you're not yet a wino. 
11. (Stem)Less is more 

To take things to the next level (and to safeguard your upholstery), buy stemless tumblers. They're the new fad, with
even Michelin restaurants opting for them. If you want to do it right, try the Riedel O series (Set of 2 for Rs 2500). If
your friends are klutzy, Krosno is a good, elegant bet (Passion Tumblers, set of 6 for Rs 2,000). 
12. Everything you used to eat with beer tastes better with wine 

The next time you're indulging in lowbrow comfort food, leave the beer in the fridge. (It's too filling, anyway.) Lately,
when we order butter chicken and dal makhani takeaway, we're pouring a bottle of oaky Chardonnay; or pairing a
glass of Shiraz with galoutis or tawa mutton. And we're downing white wine (try a Riesling) – or even champagne –
with fried chicken or tangy chicken 65. With a pulled-pork barbecue sandwich, we might even break out a ritzy
ChâteauneufduPape. Try it and you'll find that great wine elevates even the humblest meals. And since a bottle at
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home costs a fourth of what you'd pay at a restaurant after markups, you can justify the extravagance. 

NOW READ How to navigate a fancy cocktail menu like you know what you're doing 

> More on Drinks 
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